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Abstract: Review(s) of: Eyrie, by Tim Winton, Hamish Hamilton $45.00; The narrow road to the deep north, by Richard Flanagan, Vintage $32.95; Bleeding edge, by
Thomas Pynchon, Jonathan Cape $32.95; The luminaries, by Eleanor Catton, Granta $29.99; The valley of amazement, by Amy Tan, Fourth Estate $29.99; A constellation of vital phenomena, by Anthony Marra, Hogarth $32.95; The coincidence authority, by J W Ironmonger, Weidenfeld and Nicolson $24.99; Letter to george clooney, by Debra Adelaide; Picador $24.99; All the truth that’s in me, by Julie Berry, HarperCollins $19.99; Cairo, by Chris Womersley, Scribe $29.95; The pure gold baby, by Margaret Drabble; Text $29.99; Infamy, by Lenny Bartulin, Allen and Unwin $29.99; Lion heart, by Justin Cartwright, Bloomsbury $29.99.
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